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1. Introduction. In most of the existing investigations of the stability of two-dimen-

sional parallel flows [1], two essential restrictions have been imposed: (1) at least one

solid boundary is present, and (2) the velocity distribution is a monotone curve. It has

been possible to treat the case of symmetrical velocity distributions through a channel

by imposing the boundary condition at the axis of symmetry and therefore fulfilling

the above conditions.

There is a large class of parallel flows where no solid boundary is present. These are

the problems of "free boundary layers", such as the flow field in the jet, the wake, and

the mixing region between two streams. It may be expected at once from physical

considerations that the influence of the "viscous solutions" of the disturbance equation

should not occur, because their influence is known to be chiefly of the nature of a

boundary layer phenomenon in the immediate neighborhood of the solid boundary.

In the case of the mixing region between two streams, this fact can also be easily seen

mathematically. The exponential nature of the "viscous solutions" is well known, and

this behavior is definitely incompatible with the condition that the disturbances must

have finite amplitudes at large distances. The effect of viscosity must therefore be

found from the second order approximation of the "inviscid solutions." The viscous

influence is therefore restricted to the immediate neighborhood of the critical layer,

and the general stability characteristics of such flows should therefore be very much

different from those previously investigated.

With these ideas in mind, Lin suggested the investigation of the stability char-

acteristics of such flows to M. Lessen [2] (using numerical methods) and to P. Chiarulli

[3] (using analytical methods). Lessen made detailed calculations for one profile with

the help of Dr. L. H. Thomas of I. B. M. of New York City. The results show that the

effect of viscosity is always to stabilize the flow even for very large Reynolds numbers,

contrary to Heisenberg's criterion for cases with solid boundary. The critical Reynolds

number is found to be very low, as may be expected from the presence of the point of

inflection in the velocity distribution and the limited extent of the effect of viscosity.

Chiarulli obtained results for general velocity distributions of the mixing type. It appears

from his analysis that the stabilizing effect of viscosity is probably a general character-

istic of such flows.

For jets and wakes it is not obvious that the above discussions apply. In the case

of symmetrical jets and wakes, one may apply the usual type of analysis and reach

the above conclusions concerning the origin of the viscous effects (see Sec. 2). The case

of unsymmetrical distributions is in general more difficult, because there are usually
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two critical points in the flow field. The purpose of the present paper is to clarify the

nature of the asymptotic solutions in cases with two critical points. It will be shown by

a slight extension of some work of Wasow [4] that to preserve the validity of one asymp-

totic expression for the solutions, a path must be taken below the critical point in the

region where the slope of the velocity curve is positive, and above the critical point in

the region with negative slope. Application of this result to the cases of unsymmetrical

jets and wakes again shows that the "viscous solutions" must be rejected and that the

effect of viscosity must come from the second order approximation of the "inviscid

solutions".

The remaining part of the paper is devoted to an investigation of the inviscid ap-

proximation, with special reference to the stability of jets, wakes, and the zonal winds

in the atmosphere. It is shown that, in all cases, a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of (non-trivial) neutral and self-excited disturbances is the occurrence

of the maximum or minimum of vorticity. This is true even in the case of zonal winds

where the point of inflection of the profile does not have the usual significance, and the

usual proof of sufficiency does not apply.

It is further i=ihown that for unsymmetrical velocity distributions the neutral dis-

turbance may give rise to a Reynolds shear which is opposite in sign to the velocity

gradient of the mean flow. In other words, these ordered oscillations, unlike fully de-

veloped turbulent motions, can transmit momentum from a region of lower mean velocity

to a region of higher mean velocity

2. Asymptotic solutions and boundary value problems. The derivation of the linear-

ized stability equation

(W — c)(?p" — a<p) — w"(p = — (<PIV — 2a<p" + aV), (1)

and the explanation of symbols can be found in [1]. We consider jet profiles extending

to infinity in both directions. Boundary conditions for these profiles may be written

<p'(y) 1 3.

(2)
lim u — 0, lim v = 0.

I/-** oo oo

For the symmetric profile one may use one of these conditions together with one of the

following:

<p(0) = 0, if <p(y) is odd, (2a)

p'(0) = 0, if <p(y) is even. (2b)

It has been shown by Wasow [4] that the asymptotic solutions of (1) may be obtained

by formal expansions. In Sec. 6 we shall extend his result slightly and discuss how these

solutions can be applied to profiles having more than one critical point. It will be shown

that there are asymptotic solutions valid in a region defined as follows. The critical

points where w(y) = c shall be denoted by yc and y„ , with Re[w'(yc)] > 0 and

Re[w'(y0)] < 0. Through the point yc there are three lines Ck, k = 1, 2, 3, defined by

lim
y—► * oo

ReQXy) = Re\f [i(w - c)]1/2 dy\ = 0, (3)
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with three similar lines Ct, k = 1,2, 3, through y0 (Fig. 1). Consider a path r extending

*

Fig. 1.

from y = — <» to y =■ + °°, and crossing only one each of the lines Ck and C*. A neigh-

borhood of such a path T is a region of validity of the asymptotic solutions.

The explicit expansions of the solutions are:

*>1 = <?r + ^'(axr1 + *?'(*rr2 + ■■•

<p2 = <P20) + <P2l\otR) 1 + <p22\otR) 2 + • • •

(4)
*>3 = exp [-{aR)l/2Qc{ymw - c)~5/4 + 0(aRy1/2\

<P* = exp [+(aRy/2QJ.y)]{(w - c)"5/4 + 0(««)"1/2}

The notation agrees with that used in [1]. The solutions p3 and respectively become

infinite exponentially as y —» — <» and + °°. It is then clear that c3 = c4 = 0 in the

general solution

ip = Ci<Pi + C2<p2 + C3tp3 + Ci<Pi

if we apply the boundary conditions at y = ±00, for either the symmetric or the un-

symmetric profile. Thus the effect of viscosity would appear to enter only through the

higher approximations for <px , <p2 ■ This should be discussed further for the symmetric

profile since (2a) or (2b) may be used with one of the conditions (2). Then we are using

only half the profile, so that <pt does not diverge and may be included:

<P = Cl<Pl + C2(p2 + C4<P4 •

For case (2a) the determinantal eigenvalue condition is then

<Pll ~ OUpu <P21 ~ OUP21 0

<Pl2 <P 22 <Pi2 = 0, (5)

<Pl2 <p22 <P\2

where we have put yx = — <*>, y2 = 0, and <p'n = <p'i(yi), <pl2 = <pi(y2), and so on. How-
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ever, we shall show that the viscous effects are still not introduced by the "viscous solu-

tions."

Suppose 4? = km + k2<p2 is a solution satisfying the inviscid equation

(w - c)(<p" - «V) - w"<P = 0 (6)

to the first approximation and satisfying the boundary condition at yx . Taking this

linear combination of the first two columns in (5) and replacing the first column by the

result and simplifying, we obtain the eigenvalue condition as

<f2 = • (7)
^42

Using (4) we find expressions for 4>2 and <pi2/• Then (7) becomes

<6(1)
**0)+±+-

(8)

= +^df+ -c)2«R U +

Neglecting terms of order 0(aR)~l, (8) yields:

<^0> = 0.

Then it follows from (6) that $2°' also vanishes. If we now include terms of order

0{aR)~\ (8) yields:

a>(l)

^0) + ^ = °'

and again there is no contribution to viscosity from <p4 . This process can be continued

with the aid of the recursion formulae for <pt and ip2[l]-

We can perform the same steps with case (2b) and find the condition corresponding

to (7) as

_ fo'rr 9i2
^2 — ^2 ///

^42

Here has the same form as in (8), but (6) gives

= / 2 +

\w — c/2 V w — c/2

Now w" and w — c are even functions of y, so their ratio is even and the derivative

shown is odd and hence zero at y2 = 0. Hence <^2" vanishes with $2°'and the calcu-

lations proceed in exactly the same way. Therefore we conclude that the effect of viscosity

enters the stability problem for the jet -profile (symmetric or unsymmetric) only through the

higher approximations to the "inviscid solutions" of the stability equation (1). This is an

extension of the conclusion reached in the infinite jet (mixing problem) and is in marked

contrast to other stability problems previously investigated.

We note the following important facts: (a) the only usable solutions of (1) tend, as

aR —>00, to a fundamental system of (6), which may be obtained from (1) by formally

passing to the limit of infinitely large Reynolds number; (b) The stability problem for
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(1) (expressed in the eigenvalue condition) tends to the stability problem of (6) as

aR —> oo. These facts give importance to a study of the inviscid equation.

3. The inviscid equation. The inviscid equation (8) is essentially the vorticity equa-

tion for a perfect fluid. The term —w"(y) is known to represent the gradient of vorticity

[1]. In other problems of stability of parallel flows (see Sec. 5), the gradient of vorticity

also enters the problem, but it is not necessarily related to the main velocity distribution

w{y) in this simple manner. We shall therefore consider the equation

[w(y) - c](<p" - a<p) + g(y)<p = 0, (9)

where g(y) is the gradient of vorticity, and is to be replaced by —w"(y) in the simple

case. It is obvious that the results of Sec. 2 are applicable without modification, because

they depend only on the coefficient w — c of ip"•

Solution of (9) by means of power series gives the fundamental system*

<pi(y) = (y - Vc) + •• ■

( ^ (1°)
M = 1 + 4glog (y - yc)

in the neighborhood of y = yc , and a similar system in the neighborhood of the critical

point y = y0. The only difference lies in the path for the determination of the logarithmic

function. The path is to be taken below the point yc, but above the point y0 (see Fig. 1).

Thus, in the case of self-excited disturbances, the inviscid equation holds all along the

real axis. But in the case of damped disturbances it fails over portions of the real axis

in the neighborhood of yc and y0 . The general solution of (9) in the neighborhood of

Vc is

<p = Aipi + B(p2 — A(pj + B<p10 — B % <pi log (y — yc), (11)
IV c

where <pia is the power series part of <p2 and A and B are complex constants.

It is found most convenient to study the inviscid equation by examining the Reynolds

shear stress, as was first done by Tollmien [5]. We shall now generalize his analysis from

several points of view and then apply the results to various types of velocity distributions.

Assuming the existence of the solutions, we shall establish three general relations.

The actual existence problem will be discussed later.

(i) The Reynolds shear stress is

r = -p77 = p | eCitW{<pr , *0, (12)

where p is the density of the fluid, u' and v' are the real disturbance velocities, the averaging

process is taken with respect to x, and W(<pr , <pi) is the Wronskian (pr(p' — (pi<p'r of the real

and imaginary parts <pr(y) and <pi(y) of ip{y) for real values of y. Tollmien discussed this

relation only for neutral solutions with cf = 0.

(ii) The rate of change of the Reynolds shear stress r along the real axis is given by

J 2
UT Oi 2c it | 12/1 12 /10\

dy= ~p~2e \<p\ /\w - °\ • (13)

*This is a slight generalization of Tollmien's result [5],
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It is obvious that both the above results are applicable only for parts of the real

axis where <p is regular.

(iii) In the case of the neutral disturbance, there is a discontinuity of the Reynolds shear

at the critical point of amount

M = r(yc + 0) — r(yc — 0) = — ^ xp \ <pc \2gJ\ w'c \. (14)

All these results can be obtained by straightforward calculations. The real disturbance

velocities u' and v' (with real values of y) are given by

u' = Re(i'y), v' = Re(-yx),

with the disturbance stream function

V, t) = <p(y) eia"-c,).

Thus, the average

is easily seen to be

iv' = lim - f u'v' dx
x—tco X J o

2
ft & 2c %t f t r\

UV = — e (#i<pr — VrVi),

from which (12) follows immediately. One may also write

so that

<Pi<Pr ~ <pr<p' = ^-(w' ~

W(((>r , <P<) = | (<P<P' — fXp')- (15)

It should be noted that the conjugate signs are formal conjugates for real values of y, i.e.,

v = <pr(y) - v' = v>'(y) - iv'Av)-

From (15) one can easily derive (13) as follows. Rewriting (9) in the form

<P" ~ «<P + w c * = °> (0a)

multiplying it by <p and subtracting from it the complex conjugate equation, one obtains

± (^ - £V) = - ! J ^ 'c J, 2ct9t,

or

dW | tp
72 ctg. (16)

dy | w — c

By combining this relation with (12), the relation (13) is obtained at once.
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To obtain (14) it is only necessary to calculate the jump of W, which in turn is de-

termined from the jump of <p', since <p is continuous across the singular point. Thus,

from (15),

[W] = \WV]~vW]\, for y — yc .

From (10) and (11) it is clear that

Ve = B, W] = -B 7-%-T IT,
I c |

since the angle of y — yc increases by ir when y passes from yc — 0 to yc+0 if w'c > 0

and decreases if w'c < 0*. Thus,

[TF] = —it "p^-j 1 (pc |2- (17)

By combining (17) and (12), (14) follows at once.

We shall now prove the following theorem giving a necessary condition for the

existence of self-excited and neutral disturbances. Theorems on sufficiency of conditions

will be discussed in the next sections.

THEOREM I. If the disturbance must satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions at

each of two points yx and y2 , the condition g(ys) = 0 for some y, in the interval (yl , y2) is

necessary for the existence of self-excited disturbances, and of neutral disturbances with

w = c at some interior point of the interval (yy , y2).

In the case g(y) = — w"(y), neutral disturbances with w ^ c in the closed interval

(yi , 2/2) are also excluded by the condition g(y) ^ 0 except possibly the trivial solution with

a = 0, ip = (w — c), (which must be examined with the boundary conditions).

PROOF: The first part can be easily proved by examining the variation of r for real

values of y. At the points yx and y2 , r vanishes. If a self-excited disturbance exists, and

g{y) does not vanish between ?/, and y2 , then (13) shows that r varies monotonically in

between, and hence cannot possibly fulfill the boundary conditions.

For a neutral disturbance, r is a constant except for the jumps given by (14). To

satisfy the boundary conditions, one must have

Z M = 0, (18)

summation being taken for all the jumps. Since wmin < c < wmai , there is at least one

jump. If there is only one, we see at once that gc = 0, or alternatively <pc = 0. We must

show that the second alternative is impossible. Now from (10) and (11), it is clear that

<pc = 0 implies that

<p = (w - c)f, (19)

where / is a regular function. If we now multiply (9a) by ^ and integrate between yx

and yc , we obtain

f {| <p' \2 + a | <p |2} dy = [ g(w — c) | / |2 dy > 0. (20a)
J u 1 Ju,

*The result therefore also applies to the neighborhood of ya .
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Similarly,

g(w — c) | / |2 dy > 0. (20b)r
Since w — c definitely has opposite signs in the two intervals (y1 , yc) and (yc , y2), it is

obvious that we have a contradiction if the sign of g remains unchanged.

If there is more than one point where w — c, either (i) all the <pc's are zero, or (ii)

some of the grc's vanish or have opposite signs. The first case can be excluded by an

argument similar to the above. The other case insures the vanishing of g{y) within

(2/i , Vi)-
To establish the second part of the theorem, let us note that we again have (19)

when w ^ c in (yx , y2). We may rewrite (9) as

^ {(w - c)2/'} - a(w - c)2f + (w" + g)(w - c)f = 0. (9b)

Multiplying this equation by / and integrating between yx and y2 , we obtain

[ (w - c)2{ | /' |2 + a | / |2} dy = f (w" + g)(w - c) | / |2 dy. (21)
JVx " Vi

This relation does not allow much to be inferred, except in the important case g = —w".

In this case, we must have

a = 0, / = const., (22)

which proves our statement. This method of proof is well-known [6], but we include the

details here to show why it does not work for general g(y).

4. Wakes and jets. We shall now investigate more closely several typical problems.

In this section, we shall study the stability of two-dimensional wakes and jets, sym-

metrical and unsymmetrical. For these problems, g(y) = —w"(y). In the next section,

we shall study the stability of zonal winds over a surface of revolution.

(a) Symmetrical jets. In this case, the neutral disturbance can occur only when the

wave velocity c is equal to the flow velocity at the point of inflection, except for the

trivial case given in Theorem I. The Reynolds shear is zero everywhere, and there is

no transfer of energy between the main flow and the disturbance.

For self-excited oscillations, (13) leads to a shear distribution shown in Fig. 2. One

notes that t > 0 wherever w'(y) > 0. The energy is transferred from the main flow to

the disturbance by the Reynolds shear, as it does in fully developed turbulent motion.

For damped disturbances, the inviscid theory is applicable only to certain parts of the

flow field. But (13) shows clearly that there will be regions where the shear r has an

opposite sign to the velocity gradient w'(y); the damped disturbance feeds energy into

the main flow in these regions.

We shall see that for unsymmetrical jets, r and w'(y) may have opposite signs even

for the neutral disturbance.

We have yet to prove the existence of neutral and self-excited disturbances. This

may be done in the usual manner for the even solution satisfying the boundary condi-

tions ip (0) = 0 and <p —> 0 as y —> 0. The proof given by Friedrichs [6] can be adopted

without change, since w{y) satisfies the boundary conditions required of <p(y)- The

existence of self-excited disturbances can be proved by following the method first used
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by Tollmien [5] and slightly extended by Lin [1, Part 2]. The convergence of the in-

tegrals involved can be easily verified.

The trivial solution <p = w — c for a = 0 is valid for all values of c, if one merely

requires that the disturbance vanishes at infinity, for (u', v') are proportional to (aip, <p').

(b) Unsymmetric jets. The existence of neutral and self-excited disturbances for such

cases can best be seen from a continuity argument. Thus, if one decomposes the velocity

distribution w{y) into an even part w^{y) and an odd part w2(y), one may consider it as

a member of the family w^y) + tw2 (y). When e is zero, self-excited disturbances exist

for 0 < a < as , say. When e changes, the eigenvalue must change in a continuous

Fig. 2.

manner. Thus, there would still be a finite range of a for which the motion is self-excited

and the end points of which correspond to neutral disturbances. But the range might

shrink to zero when e is fairly large. Thus, at least for velocity distributions not far

from the symmetrical case, we have self-excited and neutral disturbances. One notes,

however, that <p = (w — c) is always a solution for a = 0.

The shear stress distribution is very interesting in the present case. For definiteness,

let the points where w" = 0 be denoted by y, and yt with y, < yt and w, > w, . For

the neutral disturbance, it is then necessary that

w, > c > w, ,

because this is the only way to make w'Jw',' < 0. (See (14) and (18)). The distribution

of stress t is as shown in Fig. 3 (dotted). The stress suddenly jumps from zero to a finite

value at yc, stays constant, and then jumps back to zero at y0 . For the self-excited dis-

turbance, (13) gives the distribution shown by the full line of Fig. 3. The maximum
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stress occurs at y, and the minimum at y, . One notes that in either case there is a part

where r and w'{y) are of opposite signs. The net transfer of energy in the neutral case

is, however, zero, because

f*V o fVo

/ rw'(y) dy=r w'(y) dy = 0.
Jvr. Jur.

If w, < w, , the sign of t is essentially negative. In either case, the shear stress in

the case of the neutral disturbance transfers momentum from the part with lower velocity

at the point of inflection to the part with higher velocity.

Fig. 3.

5. Instability of zonal winds*. We shall now apply our results to the motion of a thin

layer of fluid over the surface of a spinning body of revolution, say, the earth. These

results may be applied to stability of the zonal winds in the atmosphere. Discussions

of such problems have been made by H. L. Kuo [8], largely by considering plane motions.

With the help of present results, we can make a more thorough investigation of the

problem.

Let us take an orthogonal coordinate system (<p, a, z), where <p is the longitude, <j

is the distance from the equator along a meridian positive towards the north pole, and

z is the distance perpendicular to the surface. Consider two-dimensional motion of a

thin layer of fluid in the surfaces of constant z. We may put 2 = 0 throughout the in-

vestigation. Let u and v be the linear velocity components relative to the earth along

*This section was added by Lin, after the rest of the paper had been completed. For related discus-

sions of vortex motions in the atmosphere, see a recent paper by Rossby [7],
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the directions of increasing <p and a, and let f be the component of absolute vorticity in

the direction of the z-axis. Then the vorticity equation

ft + ?* + '£-°' ^
where r is the distance from the axis of rotation, and

(24)

with as the component of vorticity of spinning normal to the surface of the earth.

The equation of continuity is

du i d r « _ .
- + -(n;)=°. (25)

Let us consider a motion slightly disturbed from a pure zonal motion

u = MoO), v = 0. (26)

The perturbations u', v' and f' then satisfy the linearized equations

du' d , _
—+ -(r»') -0

01 + 0! HI 4. , 0
T r ^ T d<r

(27)
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with

(28)
1 J<V d

x* = <p> y*= I —> w* = r

Then

It is now possible to set up an "equivalent" plane motion by defining the following

quantities:

f ... — Vlo
h r '

(29)
u* — ™', v'^ = rv', ^ = r2f.

du* , dv* _ „

dx+ dy+

f+w*d^+v*dtr° (30)

, _ dv<'* _ 3m*

* ~ dy#

Thus, if we now drop the asterisks the problem discussed in Sec. 3 is reproduced with

'" t' <31>

The physical interpretation of the quantity r defined by (12) is also obvious at once.

It is (l/'2x) times the total transfer of angular momentum per unit height across the

latitude circle of radius r.

The disturbance equation for the spherical surface has been obtained and briefly

discussed by Kuo.

Most of the results obtained in Sees. 3, 4 are applicable to the present case. There

are, however, also essential differences. In the first place, the final solution has a meaning

only when a is an integer. During the investigation of the eigenvalue problem, how-

ever, we shall of course investigate all positive values. Another essential modification is

the following. Since g ^ —w", the existence proof of Sec. 4 cannot be readily extended

to the present case. It is also clear that the symmetry or asymmetry of the velocity

distribution is not an essential feature. Rather the equality or inequality of the values

of w at the roots of g = 0 is what distinguishes cases (a) and (b) in Sec. 4.

The details of the investigation are also modified because the velocity distribution

is more complicated. Typical diagrams of w(y) and g(y) are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear

that one may consider only half of the flow (say right), and that the boundary conditions

are

<p = 0, or <p' — 0, at y = 0, (32)

and

<p —> 0, <p'/(p = — a in the limit as y —»». (33)
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But since these conditions give r = 0 at both ends, no essential modification is necessary.

The diagrams for the distribution of r are similar to those shown in Sec. 4. In particular,

one notes that the angular momentum is transferred northwards by a neutral disturbance

if wa < w, (opposite to the case shown in Fig. 5), i.e., if the mean zonal wind at the point

of minimum vorticity is lower than that at maximum vorticity. Otherwise, a damped

disturbance is necessary for northward transfer of angular momentum.

Fig. 5.

The existence of self-excited and neutral disturbances will now be discussed for the

typical velocity and vorticity distribution shown in Fig. 5. We shall consider essentially

the neutral disturbance in the case w. = w, , because the other cases can be covered

by arguments similar to those used in Sec. 4. For this case, with c = ws = w, ,

K = -1—
w — c

is a regular non-negative function which approaches zero as y —> ± <». Consider only

y > 0. The equation

tp" -\- \<p -f- Kip = 0,

obtained from (9a) with —a replaced by X, must now be shown to have a negative

eigenvalue. Now, the first eigenvalue is [9]

T (/'* _ Kf) dy
\ J 0X1 = mm. 

ffay
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for all functions / having proper differentiability properties, and satisfying the boundary

condition /'(0) = 0 and making f2 dy convergent. We want to show that for certain

functions satisfying the boundary conditions the integral in the numerator is negative,

for then Xj is negative and our result is proved.* For this purpose, take / = Then

r (/" _ Kf) dy = f (4ey - K)e-2'"' dy.
J 0

As e —> 0, this integral approaches —J™ K dy. Hence, by taking some small but finite

value for e, the integral can be made negative, completing our proof.

6. Validity of the asymptotic expansions. We shall now slightly extend some theorems

of Wasow on the asymptotic solutions of the equation of hydrodynamic stability of

two-dimensional parallel flows. Wasow established the validity of the formal expansions

in the neighborhood of a single critical point. We shall note the modifications necessary

to make the theorems of Wasow applicable to cases with two critical points. The pre-

ceding sections have used the mathematical justification so derived.

We shall retain the notation of Wasow in the main, but with x0 , x* for the two

isolated zeros; Ak , At, k = 1, 2, 3, for the exponential-type solutions; and so on (see

Fig. 6).

/' /// ! M \yx x\

^ \ \ \

cl
Fig. 6.

The jet flow profiles require the assumption of two zeros for the function b0(x) in

the complex a;-plane and further require that the region of validity of the asymptotic

expressions have indefinite extent in order that the real z-axis may be used for certain

integrals.

The following lemma is proved by Wasow, p. 857:

*This proof is similar to the one used by Friedrichs [6]; but the function f(y) has to be chosen differ-

ently here.
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LEMMA. Let T* be a subdomain of T every point of which can be reached from a fixed

;point pby a path F in T along which the m quantities

Re(Pi - P,), (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , T)j = 1, 2, • • • , n),

are monotonically non-decreasing. Then there exist r linearly independent solutions y =

yr(x, X), r = (1, 2, • • • , r) of (12) for which

yXx, x) = ep'ix-»[ £ S„(x)\-'/k + £(r)x-("+11/t],

where v2 is an integer depending on the choice of vx , and lim v2 — 00.
p i—*00

Apparently to obtain a definite region of validity for the existence proof, Wasow

identifies T with the doubly connected domain S, and T* with S — Ck . However, the

only special property required of the domain of validity, whatever its shape may be, is

the monotonicity condition of the Lemma. By examining the lines /£e[XQ(V)] = const,

and Re[\Q*(x)~] = const, we can easily identify T and T* with regions suitable for our

purposes.

In view of the equation

Q(x) = Q(x ?) + Q*(x), (34)

it is easy to show that the necessary and sufficient condition that no Ck intersects any

Ct is

i2e[XQ(a:o)] ̂ 0. (35)

This condition will be assumed since it holds for any reasonable velocity profile. Then

one sector at x0 has a common part with one sector at x*, and by (34) the pair of curves

bounding this domain and starting from x* belong to the family

i?e[XQ(a:)] = constant, (36)

and indeed the constant is ±Re[\Q(x*)\. Similarly the other pair of bounding curves

belongs to the family

#e[XQ*(a;)] = constant. (37)

A set of contour lines (36) and (37) then fills the x-plane (Fig. 6) in an entirely regular

manner except at x0 and a:*; i.e., through each point is one and only one curve and any

finite region containing neither x0 nor x* nor points of more than two sectors at x0 and

two sectors at x$ is mapped one-to-one to the corresponding region of the \Q(x) plane.

For example, regions S2 , S3 , S%, S* are mapped as shown in Fig. 7. In this case the

boundaries C3 , C2 map into the cut C0 through the origin, and Cf, C* map into C*.

Any path T of importance here passes through the common sector S3 , S* and we may

take it to pass also into S2 and <S* for definiteness. Then if we have chosen i?e[XQ(x)] < 0

in S2 , on crossing Ci we have i2e[XQ(a:)] > 0 on the remainder of T. This holds also if

S* is used in place of S*. It is clear from the geometrical configuration that any two

points in the plane can be joined by a path T on which Re[\Q(x)] is monotonically non-

decreasing, where we select the subdominant determination of the real part of \Q(x)

at the point p of the Lemma. This is essentially what Wasow does in choosing the point

pk on the boundary arc Bk of the sector Sh where Re[\Q(x)] takes on its minimum.
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The coefficients of the basic differential equation may be taken to be such that the

coefficients in the series (10), page 857 of [4], are regular analytic in the entire plane so

that T can be identified with the plane, while T* can be identified with any one of an

infinite set of finite regions satisfying both the monotonicity property and the property

2 =

$2

\Q(x)

Co

s

AQ(Xo)

,#
3 S°3

aQ(xo)=0

s*°Z

*

Co

Fig. 7.

that the modulus of x can be taken indefinitely large. This is sufficient for the asymptotic

expansions since x will be fixed at some finite point while | X | —> °o.

Then the theorems of Wasow follow formally by omitting the domain S from con-

sideration and replacing it by any finite region of the above type.* In Sec. 2 we used

this result with the following change of notation: x replaced by y; — b0(x) by w(y) — c;

and {V, Ux, A3, A2] by {#>,, <p2, <p3, <pt} respectively.

*A different proof was given in the thesis, using only the final theorems of Wasow.
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